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Tearing Down the Walls

I am Isis, Your Divine Voice. And I Am here again with you to address what we 
deem a timely contribution to you, the Brave Ones, who are every second more and 
more aware of who you truly are.

You are all very aware now of what you have maintained as your reasons for not 
accepting your grandness. By the way, grandness is not a relative or comparative term, 
but rather a whole one, complete onto itself. You are grand at the moment you can 
simply realize your own I Am That I Am. You are not grander than anyone else because 
in your Universe, You are the Master. You do not have to render any sort of account to 
anyone when you realize this. And it is then when you actually start to also realize your 
sovereignty.

Some aspects may indeed come in and try to convince you that they can co-
create with you. If they are nagging and seductive, breathe then in and choose if you 
want to follow their suggestions. If you do not resonate with them, unchoose the 
“realities” they represent and stay in compassion of you, and then let them go.

Many of those aspects may be carrying the energies of mass consciousness 
because you created them when you were attached to mass consciousness, but you 
are no longer there. You are the Master now.

You have also been letting go of your old unfulfilled dreams, feeling them, 
acknowledging them, but letting them go. This sometimes may seem easier said than 
done because there is some physics to it that creates a sort of pull of seduction that 
makes you think that you cannot let go of the old way of considering something, of the 
old things you wanted. Be aware of how you feel, for it is such awareness which will 
help you to discern and let go. And then continue to feel so that you can expand your 
awareness and go beyond what you thought you knew, and then you can start also to 
perceive that any given moment contains so much more than what you had perceived 
before.

Many of your old beliefs and emotions, mainly those held in your physical body, 
will jump up, and this is a good thing! The compassionate Master that You are can 
discern now how long will you let them speak out, and how much control will you let 
them take. It is important that you don’t fight them; but you can stop them at will.

The critical point then comes when you feel that you kind of agree with them but 
still you are not comfortable with their proposals. At this point, the Master, You, can 
provide yourself with silence. You have listened the voices but you are not buying their 
energies right away. In retreat, breathing consciously, You can tear any walls between 
them and you. As I said before, a lie is mostly considering that the truth is only a 
perceived portion of a given experience. Remember it is only a partial perception of one 
portion of all that is truth. Such perceived portion should not be considered as the 
whole truth, even if you are not aware of more, for you know that you are 
multidimensional and that an experience can be also being played out in other 
dimensions.
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The Master can be aware of that and allow all the pieces or stories to come 
together in a place of compassion. You do not need to process every story or you may 
need some more lifetimes to figure all of them out! You are the Master of your 
playground, and in spite that so many other parts of You are there, they will not dare to 
act against your commands.

Your are dearly loved,

I Am Isis
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